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This project proposes the development of sharing facilities in Hällekis. 
This facilities are to be developed in steps over time and could in the vision of the proposal enable 
the residents to share goods, tools, knowledge, time and space. 
It advocates for sharing instead of owning things and coming together with groups of different 
interests. 
The project aims at using the given resources of Hällekis, making use of existing associations, 
networks and potentials. 
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Aim
Our aim with this project is to address sustainability challenges, such as linear 
material flows, unsustainable consumption, and weakened communities, to 
strengthen the existing potentials and qualities that Hällekis has with its strong 
identity of cultural platforms and the nature environment of Kinnekulle. 
Through this context we want to open up for new possibilities for the residents 
to connect and interact with each other. Bringing together different interests 
and creating the groundwork for social cohesion through the means of sharing. 

The concept of a library is known to most people, so sharing, borrowing and 
lending is in general not a new concept. In todays society and with the rise of 
consumption worldwide, we must find more ways of sharing. 
In urban contexts, facilities for sharing things like clothes, toys, means of 
transportation and knowledge are already publicly on the rise. With our design 
proposal, we aim at bringing these concepts to a rural context. 
In our proposal, we take into account concepts such as circularity, reuse, sharing 
economy and networks. 
With the development in gradual steps of smaller projects, increasing in 
functions and complexity, we hope to pave the pathway for Hällekis to become a 
more resilient society that is used to sharing on many levels. The project aims at 
bringing together different communities within the society and unite different 
interests.
In a spatial sense, several interventions on different points of interests along 
the main route of movement in Hällekis will be proposed, taking into account 
existing meeting points, public spaces and structures with cultural heritage. 
In our proposal, we hope that these interventions increase engagement and 
interest as well as enabling the residents to shape their own surroundings.
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The Context of the Studio

The Studio Planning and design for sustainable development in a local context is part 
of a Masters Programm at the department of Architecture at Chalmers University of 
Technology in Gotehenburg. 
During the fall semester of 2021, four locations in the Västra Götalands region 
were investigated and visited by the participating students. These were: Åstol and 
Dyrön in Tjörn municipality, Fåglavik in Herrljunga/ Vara municipality and Hällekis in 
Götene municipality. 

During the first half of the semester, extensive analyses were made with regard to 
spatial and infrastructural issues, and the local and broader context was examined. 
The main focus was on sustainability issues, opportunities and potential difficulties. 

Based on this analysis, a common SWOT ( Strength, Weaknesses, Opportunities 
and Threats) analysis was undertaken. This served as an orientation for the further 
development of design and project proposals at the previously studied locations. 

For the design proposal presented in this booklet, our group decided to work with 
the site of Hällekis in Götene Municipality. 
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S.W.O.T.

The  S.W.O.T.  analysis  stands  for:  strengths,  
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats. 
The different aspects presented in the 
overview are part of a common S.W.O.T. that 
was developed in the studio. 
Based on the findings of this analysis the 
proposal presented was developed.

Strengths Weaknesses
Opportunities Trends

Close connection to Kinnekulle recreational area, 
and the harbour

The mixed supply of workplaces, services and 
culture

The cultural brand of Falkängen Handicraft Village 
already attracts interest from around the region, 
and has the potential of being developed further

Lack of resources from the municipality for 
developing meeting places

The industries make the shoreline less attractive 
to visitors for fishing and swimming  activities

Regional and/or business related sustainability 
collaborators getting involved and funding 
projects

Lack of  playgrounds and creative meeting places

Falkängen being closed most of the time

Big distance to move up to Kinnekulle without a 
car or electrical vehicles 

Associations being property owners

Strong community engagement in different 
associations

Potential conflict, in terms of land use, between 
industries and recreational interests 

Sharing initiatives are on the rise in Sweden

Communal libraries  - as a sharing facility - are 
struggling nationally

Learning about how to become more locally 
self reliant is trending, together with circular 
concepts being developed

Existing tourism in the area creates a foundation 
for further developments

Increased toxics in the region and in the water 
make the site less attractive to potential visitors 
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Delimitations

Circularity

It is about ...Topics It is somewhat 
about ...

It is not about ...

Participation

Functionality

Design

Waste, Recycling and 
Re-use, Sharing economy
Influencing behavior 

Ecological business 
models, Ecological materials

Renewable energy or Energy 
use, Regenerative Agriculture

Affordability,
Community Empowerment
Engagement

Engagement, Local Resources,
Multifunctionality,

Participative design, 
Workshops,
Co-design 

Repair and collection park,
Meeting places, 
Educational space,
Multi-functionality

Space for creativity,
Connecting spaces

Commercial space for profit

Affordable, adaptable,
Use of local materials and 
skills, Strengthening local 
identity 

Using waste material,
Use of existing structures,
Demountability

Modularity,  
Construction details,
Energy efficient buildings

The following delimitations have been developed to  
provide a framework for the proposal. Over the course of 
the development, they have been adapted and refined. 
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Methods

During our initial research for the project, we came across many different methods for 
developing ideas and identifying needs and potentials for a design project.
We used methods like site analysis, mapping and gathering background information. These 
made it possible to identify target points and topics of interest that we wanted to work with. 

One of the main factors of our proposal is to integrate the perspective of the (future) users. 
To achieve a better understanding of current and future needs and the local context, we used 
methods such as in person interviews and spontaneous talks on site. Additionally, together 
with other groups working on proposals for Hällekis, we did an online questionnaire. 

During the work in progress the asset mapping tool played an essential role. This method 
includes analyzing and understanding the local and regional, collective and individual actors. 
The gathered information where than transferred into a potential network, that could derive 
from the project. 

In addition to the aforementioned methods, we discussed the potential development of the 
project over time, resulting in a scenario timeline. 
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PART TWO

The Local Context  - Mapping
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The Local Context

Hällekis, Sweden 

Hällekis is a locality situated in Götene Municipality in 
Västra Götaland, Sweden. The settlement is located at 
the foot of the mountain Kinnekulle and on the shore of 
the country’s largest lake  Vänern.
Currently there are around 750 people living in Hällekis. 
The community is about 14 kilometers from the E20 
motorway leading to Mariestad and Lidköping. The 
Kinnekulle railway passes through Hällekis, with daily 
direct trips to Gothenburg. A new electrical car sharing 
was installed by the municipality at the local train station.
There are a number of companies, such as the mineral 
wool manufacturer Paroc, Svenska Foder and several 
small businesses  located in the settlement. In addition 
there is an industrial harbour and a marina.
The community has a school, preschool, Coop with 
games, letters and parcels as well as a pharmacy, an 
organic clothing store, a chapel, a castle, sports facilities, 
a museum and  the crafts village Falkängen. For public 
use there is a 2.5 km long exercise trail and just outside 
the settlement there is camping and a bathing area.
Several associations such as the boat club,
Sammhallsföreningen, Folkets hus föreningen, 
Falkängen Handverksby and many more are currently 
active in Hällekis. 

Brief History 
When the Helleki cement factory was established 
in 1891-92 in Hönsäter, a new settlement was 
concentrated around the post office and railway station, 
which was added in 1897. At that time the name of the 
relatively young community of Hällekis was also added. 
This change of name from Hönsäter to Hällekis had to 
be made to avoid it being confused with the Dalsland 
Högsäter. The name was taken from the nearby estate 
of Hellekis. Falkängen is a preserved mill environment 
that is today filled with a craft centre and hostel. It was 
built as housing for the workers at the cement factory.
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Lidköping

Mariestad
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Tibro

Hjo

Tidaholm

This map shows Hällekis 
and its situation in Götene 
Municipality, the Skaraborg 
Region (green) and its 
placement in Västra Götaland 
Region. The closest cities to 
Hällekis  - which are Götene, 
Lidköping and Mariestad - are 
also highlighted on the map.
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This map showcases the existing settlements and point of interest 
for further developments. 

SCALE: 1:5 000
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Asset Mapping

An Asset Mapping is  a tool to 
identify potential stakeholders 
on different levels.
Furthermore, it can be used 
to identify target groups and 
users. 

For this project, we focused 
on individuals, businesses 
associations and institutions, 
that are local to the region. 

Not all of the actors shown 
in the asset mapping can or 
will in the end take part in the 
proposed projects. 
The ones that we think could 
be possible actors in pour 
proposal are highlighted in red. 
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PART THREE

Concepts and Core Values 
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Circularity 

REUSE, BORROW, FIX, SHARE, SWAPTRANSPORT

Converters

Brand Owners / 
Product 
Manufacturers

Material Manufacturers

Energy Recovery

Composting

Landfill

Recource Extraction

Other Materials
Distribution /
Warehousing

Retailers

Consumers

Collection

Sorting

Recycling

CIRCULAR DESIGN

Circularity is a model of production and 
consumption, which involves sharing, leasing, 
reusing, repairing, refurbishing and recycling 
existing materials and products as long as possible. 
It aims to tackle global challenges such as climate 
change, biodiversity loss, waste, and pollution 
by emphasizing design based implementations 
of the three base principles of the model. The 
three principles required for the transformation 
to a circular economy are: eliminating waste and 
pollution, circulating products and materials, and 
the regeneration of nature. Circularity is defined 
in contradistinction to the traditional linear 
economy. 

At the consumer level there often is a disconnect 
between what is bought and what goes into 
the landfill. This implies that there is a need for 
increasing the knowledge about circularity and 
implementing the concept in our everyday life. 
Expanding the lifespan of products we consume, 
can be achieved through sharing and borrowing. 
In addition, fixing broking things rather than 
throwing them out, could also help reduce landfill. 
Furthermore, it is important to address circularity 
in the design profession. This narrows down to 
rethinking the usual ways of building. Materiality 
plays a considerable part in this. Using local 
resources and reusing materials from demolished 
buildings is a crucial part within circular design. 
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Sharing

What is Sharing?

Sharing as such is a well-known concept. 
It refers to the joint and/ or alternating use of 
goods. In a broader sense „sharing“ can also 
mean giving something as a gift: for example, 
to „share“ one‘s food really means to give some 
of it as a gift. Sharing is a basic component 
of human interaction, and is responsible 
for strengthening social ties and ensuring a 
person’s well-being.

The concept of sharing often takes place in a 
small scale setting, meaning that we tend to 
share mostly with family and friends. 
However, the current developments concerning 
climate change and the increasing amounts 
of waste make it necessary to think beyond 
previously known concepts of sharing. 
In urban areas, sharing offers become 
increasingly popular. For example, bicycles 
and cars are shared, as well as workplaces 
and rooms. Here, the concepts of sharing are 
applied to a larger scale and carried beyond 
one’s own community and neighborhood.

Sharing economy

Sharing economy is a socio-economic 
system built around the sharing of resources 
which distinguishes it from traditional 
business models. It includes the shared 
creation, production, distribution, trade and 
consumption of goods and services by different 
people and organizations. 

Sharing economy can take on different forms. 
These are mostly defined by being profitable 
or not.
One form that it can take on is the non-profit 
sharing economy. This could for instance mean 
sharing food and goods with friends and family. 
In addition, it can also refer to sharing facilities 
such as libraries, that provide goods and 
services for free or sometimes for a modest 
subscription or fee. 

The other form, is the commercial sharing 
economy. This means, that companies offer 
services or goods to people for profit, for 
example when renting out cars or flats for 
vacations. 

Collaborative Consumption

Collaborative Consumption is part of the 
sharing economy. It refers to the shared use of 
goods or services by a group. This means, that 
costs and access are shared. 
Collaborative consumption can be defined 
as the set of resource circulation systems, 
which enable consumers to both “obtain” 
and “provide”, temporarily or permanently, 
valuable resources or services through direct 
interaction with other consumers or through 
a mediator. Collaborative consumption can be 
seen in the form of flea markets, swap meets, 
garage sales, car boot sales, and second-hand 
shops.
Another common example for this is ride-
sharing, whereby multiple people have access 
to transportation and pay for it, not just the 
owner of the car used. 
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D R I V E R S  

Waste crisis and rising 
material prices

Falkängen Handicraft Village is sold, 
showing that the artistic identity 
present in Hällekis is wished to be 
preserved.

The need for creative 
meeting places 
encompassing all 
generations are expressed.

Sharing initiatives are 
on the rise in Sweden.

Communal libraries are 
struggling nationally.

Increased interest in 
learning about self 
relience, together 
with circular concepts 
being developed.

The municpality as well as 
the local associations lack 
resources to build meeting 
places.

Networking and 
collaboration could enable 
the development of 
sharing facilities.

Sharing can be both 
an affordable process 
facilitator as well as an aim 
in itself.   

Educational spaces that 
inspire the development 
of sustainable  habits can 
be a tool for a transition 
towards a more resilient 
society. 

C O N C LU S I O N

Our consuming behaviour needs 
change to helpt counteract 
climate change.

T R E N D S

Climate Change,Biodiversity loss, 
International Climate Goals

Drivers and Trends are an important tool to identify key 
topics of a project. In addition, they make it possible to 
place the studied site in a local and broader context.  
The Drivers and Trends presented above are specific to the 
context of Hällekis and the design proposal. 
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Asking the Locals 
During several site visits, we had the 
opportunity to talk to locals and get an 
inside view on what developments they 
are wishing for. 
These were mostly taking place as 
spontaneous meetings, as well as 
scheduled interviews and guided tours 
through Hällekis. 
In addition, we did an online 
questionnaire to reach out to more 
people simultaneously. 
We asked for instance what they would 
like to learn about and what items they 
would want to share. 
This provided us with additional 
information and a deeper understanding 
of the local communities. 

I work/study in Hällekis
I work/study outside of Hällekis

I don‘t work or study

I don‘t want to answer

Yes, but less than 500sek

1,4%

15,7%

28,6%

21,4%34,3%

15,7%

82,9%

40%

47,1%

12,9%

Yes, i could invest more 
than 500sek
No

Yes

No

Maybe

I don‘t know

< 18
18 - 25

Yes
No

26 - 35

36 - 45

Interested
Interested to some extend

Not interested

I don‘t know

46 - 60

60 <

I don‘t want to answer home

with friends

in nature

mixed
all choices

garden

at the sea or home
in my garden
a mix of all the above

in a lot of di�erent places

in a lot of the above

by the sea, in di�ernet associations

Where do you work/study?
69 Answers

I live in Hällekis
70 Answers

How old are you?
70 Answers

59,4%

87,1%

12,9%

25,7%

24,3%

25,7%
25

18 (31%)

16 (27,6%)

201510

textileworks

Which of the following areas are you interested in learning more about?
58 Answers 

How willing are you to invest personal assets in a development company for Hällekis? 
(A company that works to reinvest profits in the future development of Hällekis)
70 Answers 

Would you be interested in any kind of sharing function in Hällekis? (Ex: "Library"
for: tools, bicycles, spare parts, construction materials, clothes, textiles etc.)
70 Answers 

Yes

No

Maybe

All options are important, and I try to do the best I can at all levels.

ARe you interested in living more sustainable?
70 Answers 

What do you think is the most important to do for the climate?
70 Answers 

Where du you prefer to spend your freetime?
69 Answers 

Cultivation and making the most of what you grow, storing it wisely, etc.

Repair in general. Household appliances, motors, small and large. So that you can become more self-su�cient and sustainable.

Local housing, e�cient rural development

How to think energy smart in today's society

Computer technology

Entrepreneurship

Painting boards

ceramics

Mechanical Parts

Forestry and Silviculture

Making sustainable (both wearable and environmental) clothing

Car care

wood crafts

stonemasonry

carpentry

ecological building techniques

arts and crafts

traditional building techniques

bike repair

repair of building componants

Others

17,1%

18,6%

4,3%

60%

2,9%

2,9%

24,6%

11,6%

4,4%

How willing are you to invest you freetime 
in a  cooperative project?
70 Answers

10 (17,2%)

23 (39,7%)

18 (31%)

16 (27,6%)

15 (25,9%)

9 (15,5%)

17 (29,3%)

14 (24,1%)

Consume local and/or organic products. (Using their consumer power)

Sustainable development is the responsibility of industry. (Putting pressure on decision-makers)

Make sure the rest of the world reduces carbon emissions. They are only increasing

Think it's everyone's responsibility, including consumers, but industries and large companies are the ones who can make the biggest di�erence of course!

Responsibility lies at all levels, of course, but it's the big companies and factories and billionaires who have the power to actually change things. We can all do something, but it's worth nothing if the big players don't act properly.

The train regarding Hällekis, that it works and more trips. Hällekis and Kinnekulle have so many opportunities to be part of a good future. But the train is the prerequisite.

Consuming less, putting pressure on decision-makers, 
using their consumer power, but also rethinking now that we see what large-scale industry is doing to the environment. 
Forestation that takes away the natural food for animals for example. We need to take care of small-scale farming,
it can't continue to be so unpro�table to grow food locally. Public transport is also something I miss incredibly here. 
There is a train station but not many trains and the bus times are a joke for someone who wants to get to the main 
town of the municipality for work by public transport. The list goes on.
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Which of the following areas are you interested in learning more about?
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How willing are you to invest personal assets in a development company for Hällekis? 
(A company that works to reinvest profits in the future development of Hällekis)
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Would you be interested in any kind of sharing function in Hällekis? (Ex: "Library"
for: tools, bicycles, spare parts, construction materials, clothes, textiles etc.)
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Yes

No

Maybe

All options are important, and I try to do the best I can at all levels.

ARe you interested in living more sustainable?
70 Answers 

What do you think is the most important to do for the climate?
70 Answers 

Where du you prefer to spend your freetime?
69 Answers 

Cultivation and making the most of what you grow, storing it wisely, etc.

Repair in general. Household appliances, motors, small and large. So that you can become more self-su�cient and sustainable.

Local housing, e�cient rural development

How to think energy smart in today's society

Computer technology

Entrepreneurship

Painting boards

ceramics

Mechanical Parts

Forestry and Silviculture

Making sustainable (both wearable and environmental) clothing

Car care

wood crafts
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Sustainable development is the responsibility of industry. (Putting pressure on decision-makers)

Make sure the rest of the world reduces carbon emissions. They are only increasing

Think it's everyone's responsibility, including consumers, but industries and large companies are the ones who can make the biggest di�erence of course!

Responsibility lies at all levels, of course, but it's the big companies and factories and billionaires who have the power to actually change things. We can all do something, but it's worth nothing if the big players don't act properly.

The train regarding Hällekis, that it works and more trips. Hällekis and Kinnekulle have so many opportunities to be part of a good future. But the train is the prerequisite.

Consuming less, putting pressure on decision-makers, 
using their consumer power, but also rethinking now that we see what large-scale industry is doing to the environment. 
Forestation that takes away the natural food for animals for example. We need to take care of small-scale farming,
it can't continue to be so unpro�table to grow food locally. Public transport is also something I miss incredibly here. 
There is a train station but not many trains and the bus times are a joke for someone who wants to get to the main 
town of the municipality for work by public transport. The list goes on.
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I think that it is important to 
reuse and repair what I already 
own. It would be nice, if there 
was faclities where I could do 
this. This would help me to be 
sustainable in my everyday life. 

It would be nice to share all 
sorts of things! 
Something similar to an 
exchange station/common 
„pool“ for a variety of things 
would be great and increase 
the possibility of creative 
collaborations of various kinds.

I would like to be more involved in the 
community!
Hällekis is such a nice place and we 
already have a lot of associations and 
poeple that are active.
It would be great to take part in 
processes and shape my surroundings!

We have such a big creative 
potential in Hällekis. I would 
like to be part of that! If there 
was a facility, where I could 
learn about different aspects of 
creativity and gain new skills I 
would definitely go there!

A new Playground 
would be nice! 
Maybe you can 
even borrow toys 
somewhere! 

I really enjoy being in Hällekis, 
since there is beautiful nature 
around. I don’t have a bike, but 
if I could borrow one, I could 
go to the Kinnekulle more 
often. 

I would enjoy to have an exchange 
station in Hällekis. 
Some place, where you can maybe 
leave things like tools, clothes and 
gadgets when you don‘t need them 
anymore. Then someone else could 
come and pick them up. 

Voices from the community
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Conclusions

In our design proposal we want to address and adapt the aforementioned concepts 
to the context of Hällekis. Combining them into a cohesive concept provides the 
opportunity to show one way of how a rural area can become more sustainable. 

In talks about design proposals, circularity takes on a crucial part. Taking into account 
local resources and the use of reclaimed materials from demolished buildings can 
increase circularity and sustainability within the design. 
In addition, it is important to make use of existing places and facilities and bring 
them to new use. 

Promoting sustainable habits through the means of sharing is one of the core values 
of the project. Sharing as  a concepts plays, in our opinion, a big role in promoting 
circularity. It offers possibilities to reduce waste and increase the lifespan of goods. 
Furthermore, it also addresses the topic of affordability. If one doesn’t has to own 
things, but can rather share, lend and borrow, the cost is reduced for everyone. 
In our design proposal, we want to expand our understanding of sharing. This 
means to take into account local assets and resources. By doing so, it is possible to 
share not only material things, but also space and especially knowledge. 
For this goal, referring to the concept of a library plays a vital role since reclaiming 
the definition and use could provide for a pathway into the future. 

For us, establishing sharing facilities of different kinds, can promote social cohesion 
and increase the exchange between different local and regional actors.
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Core Values

Sharing - a tool and an outcome

Knowledge Exchange

Affordability 

Meetingplaces 
for Social Cohesion

- promotion of sustainable habits
- decrease consumption
- increase cooperation
- create a stonger network

- use creative potential
- increase interaction 
- supported by spatial interventions

- decrease costs for individuals
- choice of material and    
  placement for interventions

- bringing people together
- process of bridging and bonding
- create platforms

Based on the findings from our 
research  topics such as circularity 
and sharing, as well as meetings 
and interviews with the locals, 
core values were developed. 
These will be the further 
guidelines for the project. 

Setting these guidelines for 
the project can provide for 
a more holistic approach on 
how to implement aspects of 
sustainability in Hällekis. 

In our proposal, we want the 
values to play a major role, 
defining both program and 
function as well as spatial 
qualities. 

During the research it became 
evident that there is already in 
these topics in Hällekis. 
Addressing the needs of users 
and community is a crucial part 
of sustainable design. 
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Future scenario:’We built our own sharing community hubs’

Learning

Meeting

Sharing

Sharing as such is a familiar concept, but it is becoming increasingly popular in new 
forms, especially in urban areas. 
In rural areas people already now share a lot between family, friends and neighbors. 
In Hällekis the wish for greater networks to connect and share with people outside 
of ones usual community can be observed.
In an exemplary course, it will be shown how various smaller interventions can 
bring about a change and interest in sharing tangible things, such as toys or 
bicycles, as well as intangible things, such as spaces and knowledge. Through the 
process of community driven development, several smaller interventions will be 
installed in Hällekis along the main route of movement and social interaction. The 
individual interventions each focus on a different aspect of sharing and overlap in 
some aspects. This makes it possible to address as many target groups as possible 
and bring them together across existing boundaries.
These smaller interventions, will pave the pathway for the creation of a sharing 
community hub at the old folketshus site. 
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- When Folkets hus burned down we needed 
4 miljon SEK to build it up again. No one 

had that resources. And you know... 
We needed some place that could provide for

more needs than just being a sporadic
meetingplace. We needed another concept 
that could attract attention, and create new

possibilities for future developments.. 
But we needed help with that. 

- It’s a long story that didnt start in a day. 
One can say that the engagement in different associations in Hällekis was huge. 
After having struggled for years to get  meetingplaces such as a Naturrum in  Kinnekulle, a meetingplace in 
Hällekis, a stage etc, the conditions were suddenly right! The Folkets Hus association got the former primary 
school facility, and then we finally had a place to meet. But the dream of building up the old folkets hus 
again could not get out of our minds. The place, we thought, had a  perfect placement in between Falkängen 
and the boat harbour to create bonds between  visitors of and Falkängen. When the idea came of bringing 
different associations together into a project based association, in collaboration with regional developers, we 
were on the road!

/“Lars-Peter”

/“Anna-Lena”

Over time, several interventions in Hällekis paved 
the way for a sharing community and facilities, that 
enable both meeting, exchange and sharing. 
This process lead to the creation of a sharing 
community hub, that was built by the locals in 
cooperation with other actors. 

How did this process take place? Who were the 
people involved and who are the ones, that can make 
use of its functions? 

How and why did this happen?
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Now we finally have several places to host a 
festival in Hällekis! 

More activities can take place simultaneously 
since the new hub was built. Various Artists 

come here 
due to the visibility created through the new 

interventions.

I love the atmosphere at 
Falkängen.  

When the sharing community 
hub was built, I started teaching 

ceramics there. 
Due to the developments, I have 
my base in Hällekis, where I can 
have both my workshop, exhibit 
and teach. On top of this, I live 

alongside other creatives. This is 
the good thing about living in a 

small town.
- Knowing your neighbours.

I was part in building up the 
hub in collaboration with 

students from the DaCapo 
craftsmanship programme in 

Mariestad. 
The associations in Hällekis 

were organizing workshops for 
inhabitants to take part in 

building and learning about the 
constructions processes.

We got to know each other and 
had a great time.

Initially, I was worried that renting as an 
artist in Falkängen would be very expensive 
when sold. Now I see that the developments  
enabled by this change, have made it possible 
for me to rent a smaller space within the 
community hub. This is saves me some costs 
and gives me with the opportunity to be in 

exchange with others.

There are many nice surroundings 
on the Biosphere trail, but I’ve 
missed smaller indoor facilities 

open during low season. Today, I 
can go to the community hub and 

rent some equipment while getting 
information about the area and 

meeting the locals.
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In this proposal, the increasing need of - and interest in - facilities, that enable sharing of things as well 
as knowledge sparked a process of transformation in Hällekis. The emergence of such facilities can 
strengthen culture and social life.

Already today there are several local actors such as local associations and engaged residents that actively 
want to change their surroundings.  This interest and engagement could result in the creation of several 
smaller interventions over time, that address different aspects of sharing and meet the needs of the 
ones living and working in Hällekis. These smaller interventions are located along the main route of 
movement in the center of Hällekis, targeting points of existing interaction between locals and visitors 
with the settlement. 

Over time this process will bring upon the creation of a sharing lab, that  provides for a flexible space 
serving as the new creative sharing hub in Hällekis. In a whole, these interventions can provide for social 
cohesion and create new networks, that take into account the rich cultural and natural heritage. 
Furthermore, the process enables bridging between different interest and bonds together those with 
similar interests. The main network will come to life through the formation of a Sharing  Association that 
brings together the different actors, to make change possible. This newly formed association will work 
together on different levels, in varying constellations and in cooperation with actors on the municipal 
and regional level. 

Actors that will take part in this association are for instance the local associations, local shops and 
craftsmen, the biosphere area Kinnekulle and artist resident to Falkängen and Hällekis. 
This network created by the advancing development can act as a patron for many other projects initiated 
by the residents and, at the same time, ensures proper management and structuring of the interventions 
planned in this scenario. This includes among other things the organization of events and memberships, 
the coordination of communication and exchange, and the promotion of individual and collective 
engagement.

The Process
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Hällekis
Samhällsförening

The local
Shops

Biosphere Area
undergroup

Meetingplace
Kinnekulle

The People’s House
Association

Perssons’
Bike Shop

Götene
Municipality

EU
Projects

Dacapo Mariestad

Cooperation with the above mentioned
actor has the potential to create a 
collaboration between teachers/
students on crafts programmes and the 
local community, that leads to self-built 
projects. 

Falkängen
Handicraft Village

The Boat Club Hällekis
Hembygdsförening

The Sharing Association
Enabled through the network of associations working together 

on the varius the sharing interventions.

Some projects are considered 
to support local resilience for 
a sustainable future, as well as 
strengthening collaborations in 
Hällekis. These projects could in parts 
be supported by EU funding.

The Associations coming together in a Sharing Association

Götene municipality could support the 
sharing association with start-up money, 
knowledge or by initiating the first projects 
to start the development process. 
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Who could be involded in what?

Båtklubben

Återvinnings-
centralen
Götene

Kultursystem
Kinnekulle

Kultursystem
Kinnekulle

Meetingplaces
Kinnekulle

Biosfärområdet
Kinnekulle

Falkängen
Hantverksby

Folketshus 
association

Hällekis
Samhällsförening

Dacapo
Handicraft 

School
Mariestad

Götene
Municipality

Hällekis
Hembygdsförening

Perssons
Cykelaffär

Local
musicians
& artists

Konst & Kultur Byggnation
& Snickeri

Miljö, 
Hållbarhet &
Rekreation
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Timeline and Placement

Starting out with small scale interventions that 
serve a purpose with low threshold, makes 
change possible. Some of these first interventions 
could be top -down experiments, that are brought 
to live  or initiated with the support of local 
actors such as the municipality. Others in turn 
could already be bottom-up projects, that are still 
- at least when initiated - reliant on the support of 
bigger actors. 
Gradually over time, sharing behavior, social 
cohesion, co-creation and construction interests 
increase. At the same time thresholds  for 
other functions are lowered. This creates the 
opportunity for more bottom-up projects, that 
are self-built and self-managed. 

The interventions are placed along the main 
axis of movement and social interaction in 
Hällekis (Hönsätersvägen, Falkängsvägen and 
Sjöråsvägen). A new path is being introduced to 
connect the harbour with Falkängen. Existing 
meeting places are being used as they have the 
opportunity to attract more users for the new 
interventions, and existing structures are being 
re-used or incorporate some sharing functions, 
both for affordability reasons, but also for the 
development of a cohesive community. 
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Cykelnyckeln Sharing

Leksaksbiblioteket

Bytesskåpet

The Roofed Stage Delningsstugans Lekplats

Tankesmedjan
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Cykelnyckeln Sharing

Badstugan Hällekis

The Sharing Community Hub

Båthamnen

Kinnekulle

Falkängen

Vandringsled
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Bytesskåpet

Where?

The exchange closet is located 
outside of the grocery store in 
Hällekis. 

This space is already functioning 
as the main meeting place for the 
locals, and is easy to access by 
anyone. During spring and summer, 
picnic tables are placed outside 
the market and locals as well as 
visitors can socialize and spend time 
together.

How?

construction: Götene municipality 
is funding the construction and 
hiring some personnel for 2 hours 
every week for the first months.
operation and management: part 
time workers to keep it tidy and 
organized for the first months. The 
intervention can later work without 
supervision.
use: open to anyone anytime
things to exchange: books, small 
scale household items, toys etc.

What?

An outdoor sharing closet/box for 
giving away and recycling things that 
someone no longer wants or needs.
The structure is mainly built 
from reclaimed materials 
and the form is simple. 

This intervention is initiated as a low-
cost experiment that can facilitate 
change towards a more sustainable 
lifestyle.

Why?

It is a small scale, easy to build 
and manage, intervention that 
can have some impact on the 
everyday behavior. Furthermore, 
the use of second hand objects 
is on the rise in Sweden. 
 
Its function, but also its structure, 
is the first step on changing the 
perception towards ‚waste‘ and 
setting the foundation for a‚ sharing 
mindset‘.
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Where?

The old folketshus plot is positioned 
at a significant location in Hällekis, 
connecting the harbor and  
Falkängen. It is easy to access and 
will be developed further in the 
future. 
In addition, the existing shed makes 
it easier and more affordable to 
introduce an intervention of this 
kind. The plot is owned by Folketshus 
association.

How?

construction: The playground is 
realized by a collaboration between 
the kindergarden, primary school 
and folkets hus, and can be partly 
funded by the municipality.
operation and management: (shed) 
financed by membership fees, man-
aged by folketshus association (toys 
could be collected from locals that 
do not need them or want to share 
them)
use:  The shed can be used by 
anyone who pays a small fee. The 
playground is free to use.
things to share: toys, space

What?

Transforming the existing shed at the 
old folketshus site into a toy storage 
and developing a playground from 
reclaimed materials. The users can 
pay a small fee to access the toys 
in the shed. The toys are second 
hand or bought through the fees. 
A „sharing association“ is formed, 
that handles the incoming money 
from the use of the toys in the shed.

Why?

A playground is already one of the 
main wishes of the locals. Combining 
this use with a sharing function and 
realizing it with reclaimed materials 
further encourages sharing behavior 
and changing the perception 
towards waste. 
Its success leads to the formation 
of a sharing association initiated 
by Folketshus association and 
joined by more people and 
associations. Furthermore, it 
activates the old folketshus 
site for further development. 
 

Delningsstugans Lekplats
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Where?

The toy library is located at the new 
folketshus (unity house) and it is clo-
se to the primary school and kinder-
garten. 
Folketshus is now reinforced by an 
additional function.

Why?

As the sharing behaviour is 
becoming progressively usual and 
normalized in Hällekis it is important 
and efficient to include a sharing 
function in existing structures.

Also, through the involvement 
of kids and parents in these two 
early interventions, a more diverse  
target group becomes aware of the 
potentials of sharing.

What?

Following the success of the toy 
storage and the collaboration of 
the Folketshus association with the 
sharing association, they propose 
a toy library that is incorporated in 
the new folketshus. This space will 
provide access to toys, but also offer 
space to socialize for children and 
parents. The toys can be borrowed 
and taken home.

How?

construction: -
operation and management: 
folketshus and sharing association
(toys could be collected from locals 
that do not need them or want to 
share them)
use: can be used by anyone who 
pays a membership fee.
things to share: toys, games, 
children clothes and space

Leksaksbiblioteket
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Cykelnyckeln Sharing

Where?

The new bike sharing system is locat-
ed at the train station and at Pers-
sons Cykelaffair. 

Both locations are easily accessed by 
locals and tourists.

How?

construction: collaboration 
between the sharing association, 
Perssons Cykelaffair and the 
municipality
operation and management: 
Perssons Cykelaffair
use: Can be used by anyone paying 
a fee.
things to share: usual bikes, cargo 

bikes

What?

Bike sharing system for locals and 
tourists.
The „Sharing association“ and the 
municipality start to collaborate with 
the Perssons Cykelaffair. The shop 
provides repair and maintenance 
of the bikes that the association 
gathered/bought for sharing. 

Why?

This intervention promotes 
sustainable transportation through 
the means of sharing. Götene 
municipality has already been 
working with a car sharing system, 
which has been quiet successful. The 
introduction of bike sharing is the 
next step and it is well appreciated by 
tourists visiting the Kinnekulle area. 
The involvement of different actors 
in Hällekis creates more connections 
and bonds different actors for the 
common benefit of the society.
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Tankesmedjan

Where?

It is located at part of Falkängen 
handcrafts village where 2 sheds have 
already housed workshop functions, 
but have remained unused.

It is a great location for locals as well 
as tourists who can participate in 
some of the organized workshops.

How?

construction:  Falkängen 
Handverksby and new owners
operation and management: 
Falkängen Handverksby & the 
Sharing association
use: anyone who becomes a 
member has access to tools and  
workshops which are organized by 
the Sharing association
things to share: space, tools, 
knowledge
things to create: new constructions 
and artwork

What?

Activation of the existing sheds-
studios by adding functions for all 
year round. Sharing tools and having 
workspace to repair, remanufacture 
or create. Managed by Falkängen 
artists and carpenters in Hällekis. 
Accessible with a membership fee 
and available after an introduction 
course to the machinery (e.g. 
bandsaw and sanding machine).  

Why?

The local society is interested in 
handicrafts and creation. More and 
more locals want to learn more 
about carpentry and how they can 
repair and maintain their things.

Activating these empty sheds as a 
tool library and shared workshop 
space encourages further creation 
but also promotes knowledge 
exchange and socializing. 
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Shared Working Lab
for crafsmanships

Info Point
and sports

equipment rental
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The Sharing Community Hub

Why?
Hällekis is a society with a substantial cultural capital and resources that 
make it known in the regionFalkängen and the Kinnekulle natural reserve 
collectively generate a great foundation for interesting environments where 
nature and culture meet. 
There is also an immense potential in meeting places, where knowledge 
about the areas ecological qualities are made visible. And this, we believe, 
needs to be spatially highlighted for Hällekis to provide a more holistic 
experience for the visitors of the Kinnekulle area as well as for the ones 
passing through Hällekis, on their hikes at the Biosphere Hiking Trail.

Sharing has now become an essential part of the culture in Hällekis  and the 
local community becomes more interested in circularity and sustainable 
lifestyles, but also creation, as the workshop at Falkängen has been very 
successful.  Associations and residents become inspired to build more by 
themselves and more connections are accomplished.

A group of associations and locals comes together and suggests a new 
community hub at the folketshus site. It will connect culture and nature 
and strengthen the social bonds between people. Additionally it will serve 
as an entrance point into Hällekis. It will be a shared facility bringing the 
inhabitants and visitors closer together and a space for interaction and 
creativity. 

This new structure, located at the foundation of the old folketshus, will 
house a fixotek, handicraft workshops and ateliers, space for exchanging 
knowledge, an info point for visitors, recreational equipment rental and 
more. The sharing association grew bigger over time and will be the main 
stakeholder for this facility, bringing together the different associations of 
Hällekis.
As they want to build themselves a Craftsmanship & Constructional Program, 
Da Capo Mariestad is being contacted and the construction process is 
taking place in the form of a building workshop for students and locals. 

What?
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Where?

The old folketshus site is chosen for the sharing 
hub. The site is the most suitable to  showcase 
the assets of Hällekis and welcome  tourists and 
visitors. Furthermore, it has been activated by 
the former interventions.  It is a location which 
could potentially strengthen the connection 
between the harbour, shore and Falkängen. 

For this purpose a new path is introduced, 
providing a better connection to the harbour. 
The new building‘s form and orientation creates 
a protected outdoor area towards Falkängen, 
but also makes it visible for the visitors coming 
from the main street or the harbour.
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How?

Hällekis
Samhällsförening

Biosphere 
Area

undergroup
Meetingplace

Kinnekulle

The People’s 
House

Association

Götene
Municipality

EU
Projects

Dacapo 
Mariestad

Falkängen
Handicraft 

Village

The Boat Club

The Sharing 
Association

construction: collaboration between boatclub, 
folketshus, Falkängen Handverksby, sharing 
association, Craftsmanship & Constructional 
Program within Da Capo Mariestad and  
Götene municipality. It is a „guided self-
built construction“, a building workshop for 
the locals and the students of the Da Capo 
program.
Since the project supports local resilience for 
a sustainable future, as well as strengthens 
collaborations in Hällekis they were able to be 
funded through EU money.  
 
operation and management: It is a self 
financed project through membership fees, 
as well as rent-outs, workshops, and renting 
the recreation equipment. It is managed by 
the umbrella sharing association, the artists 
collectives and the boat club. 
 
use: This is a semi-open space, that also offers 
some space available for everyone, including 
tourists and visitors. The multifunctional 
spaces can be accessed by members and/
or people participating in special events and 
workshops. 
things to share: books, textiles, tools and 
small scale reclaimed materials, as well as 
skills & knowledge 
materials to fix: objects not bigger than a big 
table. furniture, textile 
materials to create: objects like "handicrafts" 
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The sharing hub functions as an entrance point 
to Hällekis and Kinnekulle for visitors, but also 
as an extension to the Handicrafts village. Local 
artists can use the space as ateliers and working 
spaces and organize workshops for locals and 
tourists. The visitors can rent recreational 
equipment, learn about Kinnekulle mountain, 
get informed about the ongoing workshops 
and events and participate in them.
The building workshop at Falkängen and the 
sharing lab work as a network that promotes 
creation, remanufacturing and self building.
The workshop at Falkängen remains the space  
with the carpentry machinery, tool library and 
storage for building materials. The sharing hub 
can support these functions and encourage 
creation and repairing of smaller items. Its 
storage is used for equipment such as sewing 
machines, hand tools, handicraft equipment 
and materials such as clay, textile etc.
It is a multifunctional space that brings together 
different actors and strengthens community 
engagement and cohesion.

Connections and Use

Sharing Hub

Fa
lkä

ngen
Tankesm

edjan

Fixoteket

Tool 
Library

Library

Rentals

Material 
Bank

Pentry

Amphi-
theater

Outdoor 
Work area

Studio

Workshop

Think 
Tank

Storage
Information

desk Borrow 
station

Living 
room

Hang
out

Artist 
Collective

Ateliers

(Art) 
Markets

Café

Hostel
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Functions

The building is divided into 2 main parts 
which can work both individually and as 
a whole:  the entrance area with an info 
point, equipment rental and kitchenette 
and the sharing lab with an open space for 
workshops, educational activities, events, 
a storage and a group-room /lecture room.  

The sharing lab is a creative studio supporting 
also re-use and remanufacture activities with 
fixoteket and providing second hand materials 
for workshops.

Through time, sharing knowledge and learning 
about sustainable lifestyles becomes more 
and more popular and events and workshops 
by different actors are taking place more 
intensively.
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Alternating activitiesPermanent activities

• workshops: • lectures: 

• special events:

for: students, residents of all ages, 
tourists
by : artists of Falkängen, Hällekis and 
the region
musicians, locals with knowledge that 
they  want to teach, the associations
topics: arts and crafts, (local) nature 
and history

talks, screenings of documentaries, 
podiums, discussions, lecture series 

seasonal events (christmas markets, 
summer events), joint building 
projects in cooperation with regional 
actors, exhibitions 

• Fixoteket
• open for public use
• reading room
• creative lab and 

studio
• kitchen 
• “living room”
• information desk 

• storage
• equipment rental
• rental 

opportunities 

THE TOY SHARING SHED INFO POINT & 
EQUIPMENT RENTAL

SHARED
WORKSHOP SPACE
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The main part of the building will be an 
open workshop space that can host different 
activities. Movable dividing walls, and shelves 
have been constructed and multiple functions  
are taking place simultaneously.

When the dividers are stored and the lecture 
room‘s sliding doors are open, the sharing lab 
can also serve as an exhibition and meeting 
space. 

This proposed flexibility can help to ensure a 
more frequent use, to avoid that the building 
is unused most for longer periods of time. 

Furthermore, the workshop space can be used 
and activated by different actors. This can be 
either individuals, groups or associations. 

Flexibility

* Art classes
* Ceramics workshop
* Distance work
* Partitioned meeting
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* Exhibition
* Dance event
* Rented space
* Networking event

* Textile workshop
* Ceramics workshop
* Distance work
* Partitioned meeting

* Lecture 
* Smaller meeting
* Group room project work
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Materiality
The Sharing community Hub is build with 
reused construction materials. In addition, it is 
promoting reuse and sharing.
Through the process of sharing things, and 
networking around this topic in previous 
interventions; the resources for
constructing this building have been 
accumulated. The potential of reclaimed 
materials has been addressed and realized,
so that the process of building with it is 
standardized. A cheaper intervention has 
hence been made, and the materials
are highlighting a big educational purpose of 
building with what we otherwise would call 
“waste”.
In this scenario, this includes materials such as 
local chalkstone, reclaimed windows, doors, 
roof tiles and doors. 

Windows
Skara

Chalkstone
Götene

Timber
Lidköping

Door
Skara

Palets & Flooring
Mariestad

Roof Tiles
Götene
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Outcome

Hällekis has become a sharing community, where sharing and exchanging material and immaterial things 
are part culture and everyday life.

It is now attracting more and more visitors and actors inspired by culture and nature but also the 
community spirit and community engagement.

Self- building and creation are being promoted and become part of Hällekis identity.
 
The collaboration with the Craftsmanship & Constructional Program within Da Capo Mariestad has 
become an ordinary process. A construction workshop is organized annually.

Self built projects are developed and initiated by several actors, that are described below. 
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Self-built projects
Roofed Stage

Where?

At Falkängen, at the location of the 
existing stage, adjacent to the sheds 
that have been developed as music 
workshops.

How?

construction: self-built project with 
the help of DaCapo university. The 
stage is constructed with reclaimed 
timber gathered in the material 
bank of Falkängen.
operation and management: - 
use: anyone can use it 
things to share: space, culture, 
experiences

What?

The workshop in Falkängen and the 
library used by the creators in the 
area, builds a foundation that ac-
tivates other spaces of Falkängen 
and Hällekis. The existing stage is 
maintained and altered and  a roof 
is added. It is now used for outdoor 
events and concerts year around. 

Why?

An intervention attractive for both 
locals and tourists, which has been 
desired by the locals for a long time.
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Where?

The self-built sauna is located at 
the beach near the harbour, a quiet 
and attractive space and is easily 
accessed and connected to the 
hiking trail.

How?

construction: self-built project 
with the help of DaCapo University. 
Financed by the boatclub 
association.
operation and management: The 
boatclub is managing the space and 
fees are gathered from the users. 
use: anyone can book it for a fee 
things to share: space, stories

What?

Small scale floating sauna constructed 
with reclaimed materials. It can be 
booked through an online platform 
and used for a fee.

Why?

It is a bottom-up initiated project 
that activates the location and serves 
as a meeting space for everyone. 

Badstugan Hällekis
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?
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Construction lab

Where?

The location is not decided yet. 
A construction lab requires large 
indoor and outdoor spaces with 
special requirements. (height, sound 
proofing, storage etc)

One possible location that has been 
discussed by the locals is close to the 
fishing club by the harbour.

How?

construction: collaboration be-
tween locals, researchers on 
eco-construction and the municipal-
ity. It will be funded by a EU pro-
gram for innovation and sustainable 
construction.
operation and management: A 
workshop of this kind requires a 
lot of engagement and effort. New 
job positions and collaborations are 
introduced.
use: open to members
things to exchange: knowledge and 
ideas

What?

The interest in self-construction is 
rising. The locals want to learn more 
about ecological materials and eco-
construction techniques.

A construction lab will be introduced, 
a large workshop where more self-
built projects will be realized.

Why?

The construction lab will be a 
platform and meeting place for 
self-construction, focusing on rural 
development and local resilience.

It will work as a research and 
innovation arena about eco-building 
techniques and citizen participation, 
which will add more value to Hällekis 
and Götene municipality.
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Reflections
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The Concepts

During our design- and research process we have been 
hovering the concepts of both sharing and material 
sustainability, aiming at adapting our intervention to a 
small town situation, where resources might be scarce 
and affordable solutions then become an important part 
of the work. Hence, the process of management has 
developed into becoming one of the main challenges of 
our work. 
We think that it would have been interesting, and maybe 
needed, to look further into management and funding 
for the interventions that we propose. Touching upon it 
on a brief level creates a starting point of discussion with 
eventual stakeholders and actors of a project like this. 
Delimiting our aims into a clear and feasible topic, through 
setting core values for the design proposal helped ensure, 
that the project aims at actual needs of the community 
and can at the same time be considerate of the small 
town scale. 
Since we addressed Hällekis as a whole, we have come 
across many different interesting potentials in the 
area, which has impacted our decision making process 
immensely. What our project today has landed its focus 
on, is the concept of sharing, that we think addresses both 
social, economical and ecological aspects of sustainable 
change, and inhabits both material-, spatial-, and habitual 
topics. 

The Project

In our project, we wanted to address the needs of the community and provide 
them with tools to integrate sustainable habits in their everyday life. 
Based on our research and findings, we focused on the concept of sharing, 
since this already is a topic, that the residents are interested in and would like 
to further explore. 
The interventions, that we suggest to install in the center of Hällekis, will 
gradually over time lower thresholds that usually come about in regards to 
sharing. This will make it possible for a variety of people to take part in the 
process and in turn can bring different groups of interests together. 
Furthermore, the creation of networks between local actors and the 
community can provide for nourishing partnerships and collaborations, that 
further promote development. 
These processes will in our vision be further encouraged through spreading 
out the interventions and functions in Hällekis  - since they are placed on 
already existing points of interest, movement and meeting, greater interaction 
can be assured. 

Through the proposal we addressed several of the UN Sustainability Goals, 
in a direct and indirect manner. These were:
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Rethinking and Continuation

At the start of our design process we intended to focus on a maker 
space as our key project, that we thought of as an educational space 
for eco-constructions and self-built projects. However, we realized 
that a construction lab requires a lot of engagement, effort and human 
and economical resources, as well as a bigger drive in the particular 
society for managing such a specific project. Rethinking the time of 
interventions we have been wondering if suggesting a construction 
lab as an early initiated project would have been made a difference 
in the area. And what we have been arguing is that, it would have 
been in interesting to look at it further, but landing in that it might 
risk at turning into a very practical but less attractive space for other 
activities going on. We were for long into the project trying to merge 
the bigger construction lab with other more normatively “attractive” 
spaces for meetings and other social activities, but ended up with 
rethinking the project. Therefore we rather went in the direction of 
the key project of the Sharing community hub being a space where 
less noisy workshops can take place, as well as integrating different 
actors with each other, trying to (erase) potential conflicting interests 
regarding space.
For a potential development of the design project, it would have 
been interesting to look deeper into the concept of nudging; to learn 
from it, and develop the project from these aspects that it helps 
develop in regards to how to change people’s habits through making 
other options obsolete. 

The Design Process

It would have been interesting to take on the topic of 
materiality that reflects educational design in itself, addressing 
questions such as; ‘How can a building be educational and 
informative in itself, and ‘how can it inspire sustainable habits 
without the functions being the most prominent part of the 
project’. 
Our building intervention could have developed further 
regarding construction details, materiality and form. Instead 
we focused on small step interventions from where sharing 
can become more normative and create change of behavior.
We started out our project work from the interest in the 
library concept - sharing of things, knowledge and space, as 
well as wanting to address circular material flows, working on 
smaller interventions. 
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Garaget, Malmö

The Garaget,  is an alternative library project 
in Malmö. It is initiated by the municipality 
and its activities are decided and organised 
through dialogue and inclusion processes 

that involves the users/ citizens. 
Except from functioning as a library for 

borrowing books as well as tools, several 
activities and events are organised, such 

as seminars, movie nights and discussions, 
visitors can come to repair, recycle or upcycle 
furniture or objects and can also enjoy a Fika 

in the “ecological café”, or just meet and 
discuss with other participants.

Fixoteket, Göteborg

The Fixotek project was developed in 4 
different neighborhoods,  by the Municipality 

of Gothenburg in collaboration with public 
housing companies, the local tenant 

association and Chalmers University of 
Technology. It is an innovation project aimed 
to generate knowledge on how mini cycling 

parks could work as teaching centers to 
facilitate sharing, reuse, repair, creative 

reuse, and recycling of waste. 
Except for its environmental advantages 

(reducing waste, providing easy access to 
citizens to re-use and share goods) it worked 

as meeting areas for the citizens, learning 
centers and collaboration spaces.

R-urban, Colombes

R-Urban network is a bottom-up strategy 
which is based on urban commons and 

collective hubs. It focuses on civic resilience 
techniques. Small intervention and grassroot 

projects are connected as a network and  
host activities and practices that contribute 
to increasing resilience, sustainability and 
self management. The network consists of 
Agrocite, Recyclab, Ecohub and Animalab. 

These hubs provide tools, support and 
knowledge to the citizens.  Different DIY 

workshops and meetings are organized and 
eco- and self-building projects are realized 

through the collaboration between citizens, 
researchers, architects etc.

 

Picture 3: View of R-urbanPicture 2: Fixoteket logoPicture 1: Interior of Garaget

Reference Projects
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